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Abstract

Language development is always influenced by economic, social, politic, culture and science. The influencing between languages appears in the form of using words or phrases interchangeably in both oral and written form. Interference is caused by speaker bilingualism background, disloyalty to target language, the limited vocabularies of TL mastered by a learner, Need of synonym, Prestige and style. Interference can be a negative type of language transfer, like the use of a native-language pattern or role which leads to an error or inappropriate form in the target language. In the other hand, it is also positive transfer, as it makes the learning easier, and may occur when both native language and the target language have similar form. Events of interference has four types; phonetic interference, grammatical interference, lexical interference and semantic interference.
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Introduction

Language is always developed and changed. This phenomenon occur when there are changes in social, economics, and cultures. Fast language development mostly happens on fields of science and technology. Influencing process between languages cannot be ignored as the language development is directly influenced by certain fields as economics, politics, cultures, sciences, and etc. Thus, language as part of integrative culture cannot be separated from factors that contribute to a change. Influencing between languages that appears in the using of words or phrases of other language internalized in native language is normal feature. Weinrich (in Chaer dan Agustina 1995:159) stated that language contact is an event of using two languages interchangeably done by a speaker. Later, transmission or language element transfer from one language to another language covers all levels. Consequently, borrowing and influencing to language elements from one language to another language cannot be ignored. Suwito (1985:39-40) stated that if two or more languages were used interchangeably by a speaker, language contact would appear. Surprisingly, interference will appear both in oral and written form. Taken into consideration, bilingualism or even multilingualism normally will cause interference and integration.

Alwasilah (1985:131) defined interference based on Hartman and Stonk formulae that interference is an error caused by a a tendency of using certain
language utterances to another language that cover pronunciation, structure, and vocabularies. Meanwhile, Jendra (1991:109) proposed many language aspects that contribute interference i.e. phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicon, and semantics (Suwito,1985:55).

To Nababan (1984), interference takes place when usual utterances of mother language or dialect of certain language appear while a person is using other language. In line with Nababan, Chaer and Agustina (1995: 168) stated that interference is norm declination of one or more languages.

**Literature Review**

To get a clear picture of interference, the followings are foundation definition of interference according to sociolinguists:

Chaer (1998:159) clarified that interference term was firstly introduced by Weinrich to state a systemized change of certain language as a condition after the mentioned language interacted to elements of other language done by bilingual person. Interference refers to entering elements of certain language outside the understanding of other language e.g. put clause or phrases of Indonesia while a person is speaking deliberately in English.

Abdulhayi (1985:8) referred to Valdman (1966) that interference is a burden experienced by non-native speaker of certain language who studied second or foreign language. Thus, transferring or moving negative elements of native language into the target language that after all distracted the second or foreign language mastery.

Another opinion promoted by Alwasilah (1985:131), he stated interference, as previously introduced by Hartman and Stonk as slipped system caused by the usual using of other language utterances cover pronunciation, structure and word themselves when a person is trying to master languages outside his native. Suhendra Yusuf (1994:67) stated that the major factor caused interference is the distinction of sources between languages in the structure and words formation. Take for an example, Indonesian learner of English cannot find any inflectional word in Indonesia while there are inflectional word in English (both English and Indonesian have derivational words/affixes). Thus, the learner will find difficulty in translating such inflectional affixes found in the sentences. 16 tenses of English will be very difficult to be translated if modifier of time was stated.

To add, Jendra (1995:187) stated that interference is deliberated infiltration of native to second or foreign language. Bilingualism that usually applied phonetic system of native language to another language will affect the target language. Thus, interference is a big change that is very dominant in the language development. English and Arabic which are famous with their vocabularies (after words are completed with affixes), interference cannot be separated from their development. Interference form one language to target language is something that cannot be denied. Hence, interference cannot also be put away from the speaker attitude and aptitude. Bawa (1981: 8) proposed three main characteristics of language attitude and aptitude; they are (1) language loyalty, loyalty to certain language, (2) language pride, a pride to certain language, and (3) awareness of the norm, awareness to language norms. Incomplete understanding of a language learner causes negative effect toward the existence of his own language. Thus, Bawa pointed it as the causing factor of interference. Viewing purity of language, interference in all levels (phonology, morphology, and syntax) is a destructive illness for language that must be put away (Chaer and Agustina, 1998: 165).
Interference and its Role to Second or Foreign Language Competence

The notion of interference according to Richard, Platt, and Platt (1992) is a negative type (negative transfer) of language transfer. It is the use of a native-language pattern or role which leads to an error or inappropriate form in the target language. For example, a French learner of English may produce the incorrect sentence ‘I am here since Monday’ instead of ‘I have been here since Monday’ because of the transfer of French pattern that doesn’t differentiate tenses patterns between Present Tense and Present perfect Tense. Thus, the modifier of time to judge which tenses to be used does not exist.

On the other hand, another language transfer is positive transfer that makes the learning easier, and may occur when both native language and the target language have similar form. Take foe an example, both English and French have the word ‘table’ which meaning is similar (to put books, to write down on it, etc.).

Interference is caused by the use of rules of speaking from one language when speaking another. English always greets “How are you?” while Malay uses “Have you eaten yet?” to greet. Evidence was shown by Krashen (1981) that was also a compiled findings of other scholars. The research findings are:

1. First language influence appears to be strongest in complex word order and in word for word translation.

Kellerman (1978) in Krashen (1981) stated the existence of interference. The acquirers must perceive a similarity between items in the first and second or foreign language. Items that appear to be language specific (e.g. idioms) will be less prone to transfer. Acquirers often fall back on the first language when they have not acquired aspects of the target language.

2. First language influence is weaker in bond morphology

Inflectional morphology belongs to the category of structure that performers generally do not transfer in second or foreign language performance. E.g. Indonesian learners of English will not put similar inflectional to English as Indonesia learners only understand derivation.

3. First language influence seems to be strongest in ‘acquisition poor’ environments.

Interference occurs when natural appropriate intake is scarce and where translation exercises are frequent. E.g. sign of first language influence in immersion bilingual programs where input is often primarily from teacher and not from peers.

Later, he drew a conclusion that first language interference may therefore be an indication of low acquisition. However, in the long run, it is much more useful when language is used for the purpose of communication.

There are many factors that contribute interference (Weinrich, 1970:64-65):

1. speaker bilingualism background

Bilingualism is the major factor of interference as the speaker is influenced by both of the source and the target language. Indonesias student who is Javanese and is studying good Bahasa tends to put his Javanese language into Indonesia. Look the example, ‘Andi, apakah kamu bisa mengerjakan soal matematika ini? Tanya guru, then Andi answer, ‘Tidak bisa Bu guru, lha wong itu angel’. The impression of ‘lha wong’ is usual in Javanese cultural insight. The word ‘angel’ means difficult in Bahasa, the student should replied his teacher with ‘Tidak bisa Bu Guru, Soalnya sulit’. Regards that the student is a second grade of elementary school.

2. disloyalty to target language

Disloyalty to target language will cause negative attitude. This will lead to disobedience to target language structure
and further force the bilingualist to put uncontrolled structure of his first language elements to output in practicing words utterances both oral and written. Students whose language background of TL is limited tend to put words in sentences or oral in structure and sense of first language.

3. the limited vocabularies of TL mastered by a learner

Vocabularies of certain language mostly are about words of surroundings connected to life. Thus, a learner who is willing to master another language will meet new words differ from his native words. In order to be able to speak as natives of TL, vocabularies take a big role. The more vocabularies someone has, the better he masters TL. Foreign language learner will try to put deliberately his native word to state some points when he cannot find best words of TL.

Interference as the effect of new words entries is normally done by another language learner. A learner new word entries from TL as the effect of interference will be easily internalized and integrated as those new words are received after the learner made mistake in delivering words of TL.

4. Need of synonym

Synonym in language usage plays an important role as word chosen variation in order not to repeat similar word during the communication process (redundancy). Implementing synonym in a language contact will contribute to interference in the form of adoption and borrowing of new words from SL to TL. Thus, need of synonym for certain word from SL to TL is seemingly aimed to intensify meaning.

5. Prestige and style

Applying unfamiliar words (foreign words) during a communication practice which dominant words are languages of both speaker and receiver is something else. Those unfamiliar words usage is aimed to get a pride. Interference will appear as there are certain words even though the receiver probably cannot catch the real idea of the speech. The usual unfamiliar words usage will become a style of the user. Unfortunately, the user sometimes does not understand the real meaning whether the meaning is denotative or connotative. The common feature is that many language users put derivational affix –ization in every word. To note, affix –ization is an adopting and borrowing process from English. Christianity will be ‘kristenisasi’ in Bahasa Indonesia. Does it make sense?

Interference in the Communication

Rajend Meshtire (2008) in Spolsky and Hult (2008) stated that the main focus in sociolinguistics falls on language use within a speech community. Sociolinguistics is generally characterized by close attention to the actual speech of representative sections of a community, rather than to somewhat static and idealized patterns one finds in formal writing. Thus, it adopts a non-prescriptive approach to its subject matter, avoiding subjective judgments about whether some aspects of language are better than another.

In a multilingual culture where several languages coexist in a society, sociolinguistics notes that these languages frequently influence each other. As a discipline that digs the study of linguistic variation, sociolinguistics focuses on the form of speakers’ utterances rather than the content of communication itself.

As being stated earlier, interference is a problem of language norm in speech as an effect of language contact done by bilingual or multilingual person. Beside language contact as Weinrich statement (in Sukardi, 1999:4) the causing factors of interference are the limited words of certain language in facing global development. The unusual using of some
words or phrases, need of synonym, prestigious foreign language usage, and disloyalty of a speaker with bilingual or multilingual are seemingly crucial cause of interference.

Jendra (1991:105) pointed out that there are three main elements in interference i.e. donor language that infiltrated its elements and systems to another language, recipient language as language that receive other language elements and systems, and imported words from one language to another language. During the language communication, native language can influence target language and the like. Thus, interference in communication:

1. influence of language contact experienced by bilingual or multilingual person.
2. language infiltration that influence the system to both target and native language, causing negative effect
3. personal utterances in a narrow space as a parole effect (speech).

Yusuf (1994:71) divided interference events into four types, i.e.:

1. phonic interference
   This occurs when a language user uses certain vocals or sounds (as dialects or accents) of his native in producing words of TL. An English learner from Sumbawa will be very difficult is sounding V as involvement, he will pronounce the word inpolpement unintentionally.

2. grammatical interference
   This feature takes place when an Indonesian English learner identifies morpheme or structure of his native into TL. Most of Indonesian will put Indonesian style of language when they make sentences. The sense is clearly appeared.

3. lexical interference
   This kind of interference takes place in varied forms, e.g. words and phrases.

4. semantic interference

**Interference to Indonesian Learners of Second or Foreign Language**

As Indonesian English learner, I think that this is very important to view what most common problem is faced in mastering second or foreign language. Here are some detail information.

1. Interference in phonology
   Example: a Javanese who is mentioning some places which words are initiated with letters /b/, /d/, /g/, and /j/, as Bandung, Deli, Gombong, and Jambi. He unintentionally will pronounce /mBandung/, /nDeli/, /nJambi/, and /nGgombong/.

2. Interference in morphology
   Morphological interference is regarded by many linguists as the most frequent one. It occurs in the word formation by absorbing other derivational affixes. We often hear Indonesian words kepukul, ketabrak, kebesaran, kekecilan, kemahalan, sungguhan, bubaran, duaan, etc., however the correct word formation should be terpukul, tertabrak, terlalu besar, terlalu kecil, terlalu mahal, kesungguhan, berpisah (bubar), and berdua. The previous data is clearly word formation process of morphological interference from root words that are added with certain affixes from indigenous language or other language (FL).

3. Interference in sentence
   This interference is a rare phenomenon. In fact, interference in sentence should be ignored as sentence pattern is a min character of certain language. Pay attention to these two sentences, Rumahnya ayahnya Ali yang besar sendiri di kampung itu, and Makanan itu telah dimakan oleh saya. The sentence form is indirectly influenced by native language understanding of someone that causes grammatical interference as there are the
best sentence formation for those sentences, i.e.: Rumah ayah Ali yang paling besar di kampung ini, and Makanan itu telah saya makan. The language learner is trying to simplify the context by mixing sentence pattern between native language and target language.

4. Semantic interference

According to recipient language, semantic interference is occurs when the recipient language absorbs cultural insight of words as the origins from another language. This process is known as expansive. E.g. Indonesian takes words from Greece-Latin as demokrasi, politik, revolusi, and many more.

**Interference versus integration**

Interferensi differs from integration whereas integration puts other language elements in native language and further is regarded as part of the native language after treated to be in line systematically with the native pattern and structure (Jendra 1991:115). Suwito (1983:54), added that interference is speech parole only experienced by bilingual person and is rewarded as a language mistake. Interference is the biggest, the most important, and the most dominant problem in language change that needs a depth attention (Hockett in Suwito, 1983:54). This may be based on the facts that interference may appear in phonology, grammatical, word formation, word and sentence sequence, etc.

Integration is the using of another language elements systematically and seen as part of the speaker language done unconsciously (Kridalaksana: 1993:84). One form of integration is borrowing, adopting words from other language internalized into the native language. Some linguists stated that integration is very hard to be distinguished from interference. Chaer and Agustina (1995:168) referred to Mackey, that integration is obviously the product of interference.

Weinrich (1970:11) noted that a frequent using of certain words through interference will be accepted as part of language system of another language. Thus, integration happens. In other word, interference focuses on the process of administering words and integration is acquired and admitted words from another language. Integration is always measured by a dictionary. If words produced from interference process will be no longer as interference phenomenon but integration as if the words are written in dictionary. Again, words are beneficial to make deal. Integration should also be internalized the words in line with the grammatical structure of the natives. The process how a word is formed is not simple. Surprisingly, the integration process will be fast if only both languages have similarities. There are three timing considerations should be taken into account, (1) the difference and the similarity of the system language between the two languages. Do you find the answer?, (2) whether the language elements are needed or a compliment, and (3) language attitudes of a foreign language?

Instead of the difference between interference and integration, they are alike. They present as language effect after language contact is done. Both interference and integration occur in four language elements, i.e. phonology, grammatical structure, morphology, and semantics. On the other hand, interference must be distinguished from code switching and code mixing. Code switching to Chaer and Agustina (1995:158) is done due to several conditions and conducted intentionally. Meanwhile, code mixing is mixing elements of two different languages interchangeably is a consistent manner. Interference as one of topics studied in
Sociolinguistics is aimed to know the ability of a speaker with two or more languages. Generally, interference takes place in the using of second or foreign language where the native language distracts the TL.
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